Collins ARINC Hermes™ is an on-site/campus or cloud-based messaging solution that provides simple exchange, integration and automation of your messaging environment with an airline’s aircraft, business systems and remote sites.

It provides manual flight-deck communications with an email-like interface, in addition to a graphical flight tracking and reporting tool to improve fleet situational awareness.

ARINC Hermes handles all ground-to-air, ground-to-ground and air-to-air communication requirements for users and back office systems – a single solution handles all your messaging needs.

Full control and flexibility enable you to configure the system to suit your individual requirements. ARINC Hermes also easily integrates with existing and future systems without affecting live operations.

It dramatically increases the efficiency of your operational performance. The statistical reporting tool helps to reduce fuel and messaging costs, while fast message response times increase productivity by providing real-time information to enable prompt operational decision making.
QUICK FACTS

• Able to process, convert and translate any data across various protocols and formats
• Provides access to a minimum of two years of historical and archived data
• Statistical reporting to analyze historical data
• Configurable user levels, permissions and views
• Assistance with implementation and migration for your convenience
• Virtualization and cloud support to minimize hardware costs and data center footprint
• Supports both Oracle® and PostgreSQL databases
• New version upgrades available as part of subscription package
• Helpdesk support and emergency 24/7 support options available

THE COMPLETE MESSAGING AND INTEGRATION SOLUTION

After switching to ARINC Hermes, you will receive instant benefits: it enables optimization and management of your fleet and enterprise messaging environment. And, it provides statistical reporting tools to help optimize your messaging activity and significantly reduce costs.

Additionally, graphical flight tracking ensures that your fleet is constantly monitored to improve situational awareness.

WHY CHOOSE ARINC HERMES?

“It’s a universal translator for all our systems.”
A major European airline

“ARINC Hermes is our most reliable system.”
A major American airline

Specifications subject to change without notice.